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DTTRODUCTION 
1.1 DEFINITION - SITE ACTIVATION FOR LAUNCH (AL) 
These data are those concerned only with the activation of sites for flight operations. 
Documents within this category cover the activities and requirements from facility availability 
to vehicle launch and identify organizations, locations, and responsibilities, including lines 
of control for  the conduct of site activation, as well as any special tests and test support 
administration and logistics procedures and problems anticipated during site activation. 
1 . 2  SCOPE 
Data items within this category would include, but not be limited'to, those which identify 
organizations, responsibilities, locations, lines of control, site activation tests, site 
activation test support administration, special logistic procedure, and problems anticipated 
which a r e  related to this activity. 
Also, included are data items reflecting the contractor activities during launch operations, 
such as LCE installation and checkout, demonstrations, compatibility test participation and 
countdown operations. 
sequence of events, launch criteria and constraints, and manuals. 
These data items will include items such as plans, procedures, 
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USER FLOW DIAGRAMS 
Contractor - user flow diagrams show the relationship between Voyager system documentation 
and the activities undertaken by the pr ime spacecraft contractor. The diagrams are intended 
to be a communication tool which, describes the project in terms which emphasize documentation 
and as a planning tool for the integration of data management activities into the overall 
project management scheme. 
The project is considered in a generalized sense, in that subsystems and components a r e  each 
treated as collective entities; that is, the documentation flows associated with the several 
separate subsystems are not distinguished. A single representative flow is presented. 
The drawings show the detail activities and a r e  keyed to  the formal design and hardware reviews. 
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Figure N-2. Site Activation for Launch 
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DATA ITEM PHASMG/FREQUNECY 
The Data Item Frequency and Phasing chart  shows the requirements for contractor data item 
preparation by major project review periods. It is concerned with the phasing and frequency 
of preparation of each individual data item and not the total number of copies required for 
reproduction and distribution. 
The followixg legend and/or abbreviations have been used: 
Annual 
Semiannual 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Biweekly 
Bimonthly 
One time 
A s  required 
Update 
One update 
Daily 
Q 
I 
F 
N/R 
SDR 
PDR 
HDR 
CDR 
FAC I 
MAR 
JFACT 
Quarterly 
Initial 
Final 
New and revised 
System design review 
Preliminary design review 
Hard design review 
Critical design review 
First article configuration inspection 
Mission acceptance review 
Joint flight acceptance 
Composite testing 
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DATA ITEM TITLE t- 3 . 5  MO. 
c 
S I  
1 
SITE ACTIVATION FOR LAUNCH I QUAN I FREQ ITOTALI 
PLANS 
AGO01 Plan, Site Activation 
AL-002 Plan, Launch Operations 
AL-003 Plan, Range Safety I I I I 
AL-004 Plan, Pad Safety 
AGO05 Plan, Launch Site Program Requirements 
AL-006 Plan, Site Integrated Test 
AL-008 Plan, Site Facilities Implementation 
AL-009 Plan, Operational Requirements 
REPORTS 
AL-007 Report, Site, Spacecraft Test and Launch 
AL-010 *Report, Daily Operational Status 
*Key Informal Data 
~ ~~~ I I I I 
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Figure N-3. Site Activation for Launch Data 
Item Phasing and Frequency Matrix 
